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’Campus Quarter’ Calamity

By JIM BREWER
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer
A resolution introduced by Graduate Representative Phil Whitten,
No. 13 calling for the rapid reestablishment of the SJS yearbook, La
Torre, was labeled a "flag raising
issue" by Jerry Spoiler, ASB president.
"I introduced the resolution after
I talked to some sororities," Whitten explained. "They all felt that
it was a very good idea. I can’t
see why a schdol with 22,000 students does not have a yearbook,"
he continued.
Whitten, who initiated the one
minute of silence in reverence for
Pope Paul’s peace vigil at Wednesday’s council meeting, also called
upon Spolter to report what prog-

SJS Flag Bandits Mar Progress
Of San Jose Facelifting Crusade
By JIM RAUH
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
"If the students cooperate, one
day in the near future San Jose
State may be the center of a
huge college-oriented business area
known as the Campus Quarter,"
Edwin T. Mosher, owner of
Mosher’s Ltd., and leader of the
local do-it-yourself "urban renewal" program, said.
Mosher made this statement
Wednesday following theft of four
SJS flags from the front of stores
along San Fernando Street between Second and Third streets.
FLAGS RAISED
Since the SJS flags mark the
beginning of the renewal project,
whose focal point is on San Fernando Street, Mosher declared,
"Their theft might result in the
loss of some $100,000 worth of
cooperation from local businessmen who have joined in the program."
Spearheaded by Mosher, the
Campus Quarter movement had its
beginning in late July. Its purpose
is to facelift the existing commercial area around SJS and
change it into a "community conducive to the cultural elements
which the college provides" as
Mosher explained.
He and the other merchants in
the vicinity have agreed to improve their stores by painting
them in a color scheme to give the
impression of a college environment..
TREES PLANTED
-Trees have already been planted in front of some stores," Moher said. "We also plan on installing benches along the sidewalk,
and paint the old lightposts in a
Victorian flavor with gold gild-

is so important to the city of San
Jose, and since it is growing so
fast, it should be surrounded by
"quality-type of businesses which
would serve the campus in an appropriate manner."
"Some day SJS will grow to
100,000 students. It is so big right
now that it should have a campus
bank, a branch of the U.S. Post
Office and its own movie theater."

Victorian or Old English style,
with tree-lined avenues, wooden
benches, lightposts and SJS flags
flying everywhere in sight.
Mosher cited the Public Works
Department for already starting
the move toward renewal by providing extra sanitation service
along San Fernando Street in front
of the sandwich shops.
"If the students can help us out
by first returning the flags that
have been taken," Mosher added,
"I think we can rekindle the fire
of momentum the project had
before they were stolen."
Indicating local business interest
in the college, Mosher said that
several of the buildings along San
Fernando Street have made their
display windows available to any
of the student groups on campus
of the state colleges is that con- desiring to advertise coming events.
traception is a personal matter and
should not involve the state.
Roney said that the Health Center does provide sex information at
the present time.
Roney had written to Stanford
University and the University of
California, Berkeley, health centers regarding their policies on
contraception and students.
Stanford University, he said,
"gives prescriptions to any married woman or to any woman who
Dick Gregory, whose appearance
Intends to marry within 60 days." in Morris Dailey auditorium yesterThis must be proved by evidence day was delayed over an hour beof a blood test and a premartial cause he "couldn’t find a parking
examination. Stanford University place," asked a diehard crowd of
approximately 200, "Just give us
adopted this policy in 1963.
He had not received a reply
from Berkeley, however.
The committee is still studying
the resolution. A final report will
be presented to council in the near
future.
The Campus Policy Committee
meets on Fridays at 3:15 p.m. in
the College Union.

I

Mosher, a graduate of SJS, envisions the college as the center
of an area to be known as Campus
Quarter, which will stretch from
First Street all the way to Seventeenth Street.
Much like the French Quarter in
New Orleans, the entire vicinity
around SJS would reflect the college in every way. All stores and
businesses would be done in either

41 per cent had no opinion or declined to state.
On the Viet Nam question, 28
per cent of the students thought
that the United States should increase the war effort, 25 per cent
said that we should maintain our
present position, 14 per cent believed that we should gradually decrease our war effort, 12 per cent
were in favor of immediate withdrawal, 10 per cent thought that
allowing the United Nations to
handle the situation would be a
good course of action, 4 per cent
had some other solution and 6 per
cent had no opinion.
VIET NAM
In contrast with the student population, the non -students were tied
by a 21 per cent support between
increasing our war effort in Viet
Nam and maintaining our present
position. Only 2 per rent believed
that we should gradually decrease
our war efforts, 11 per cent
thought, that we should withdraw
immediately, 16 per cent said that
America should let the U.N. handle the situation, 4 per rent had
some other solution and 25 per
cent had no opinion.
When questioned as to their approval of capital punishment, 46
per cent of the students answered
yes, 53 per rent disapproved, and
I per cent didn’t know. Non -students rated a 56 per cent yes.
WW1. 411 put. cent tiisapprtwed anti

4 per cent didn’t know.
On the question of whether social inequality can be effectively
solved through legislation, 18 per
cent of the students thought it
could, while 77 per cent believed
the opposite, and 5 per cent didn’t
know. Responses from the nonstudents were a 21 per cent approval, a 67 per cent disapproval
while 11 per cent had no opinion.
IMPORTANT PROBLEM
When asked what they believed
to he the single most important
problem in the United States today, 15 per cent of the students
said racial conflicts, 6 per cent
thought that Viet Nam was the
most pressing, 5 per cent said poverty, 3 per cent thought educational improvement and lack of
patriotism, 4 per cent were tied
with inflation and foreign policy.
and apathy, moral decline and
economy were what 2 per cent of
the students believed to he the
worst problem. Sixty-five per cent
voted for miscellaneous problems.
Non-students placed a 21 per
cent rating that racial issues were
the top concern, 12 per cent ranked
Viet Nam as the major problem.
5 per cent said lack of patriotism.
Moral decline, apathy and inflation rated 4 per cent, educational
Improvement and economy got 2
per cent. of the opinion, and 1 per
"eat of the group thought that forvigil pulley was the mum issue.

"You shouldn’t exert pressure
until all the channels are exhausted," Spolter told the Spartan
Daily yesterday, "there are other
channels that have to be used."
He explained that the problem
could be taken to the California
State College President’s Association.
"All schools have a parking problem of some degree," he asserted,
"and it’s the state’s responsibility.
Remember," he continued, "about
70 per cent of these students can
vote and for each of them there
is usually two sympathetic parents. How’s that for pressure?"
When asked why he did not explain this to Whitten at the council meeting Spotter replied, "This
issue is in the External Policy
Committee and was not up for
debate. I did not want to waste
council’s time."
FLAG RAISING

PHIL WHITTEN
. . . grad rep

JERRY SPOLTER
. . . ASB president

Gregory Hits National
Apathy in Civil Rights

YRs Sponsor Opinion Poll
On Gubernatorial Race

ELECTION
When asked who they would
support, for the next governor of
California, 33 per rent of the students favored Ronald Reagan, 35
per cent were for Pat Brown, 13
per cent had other choices and
18 per rent had no opinion or dedined to state. As in the student
samples, the division of support
was extremely close between Ronald Reagan and Governor Brown
in the non -student ratings. With a
28 per cent support for Ronald
Reagan and a 27 per cent vote for
Pat Brown. 4 tier rent of the nonstudents had another choice and

NO CHANGE
"I am fully in favor of letting
the proper channels handle the
problem," Whitten explained after
the meeting, "but this problem
comes up every year, is referred
to channels every year, and there
is no change. If you feel you’re
being stalled," he continued, "then
I believe you should exert pressure.
This year I’m not going to drop
the issue," he added.

Birth Control Views
Aired by Committee

The distribution of contraceptives and contraceptive information to unmarried students in the
Health Center "would involve untold legal issues, possibly reaching
the California State Legislature,"
according to Dr. Thomas Gray, director of the Health Center.
This information was communicated to Student Council Wednesday by Gerard Roney, sophomore
representative, who investigated
the problem for the Campus Policy
Committee.
A resolution calling for the establishment of an open policy that
information on sex and contraceptives be given to any student who
requests it and that the Health
Center provide prescriptions and
birth control devices to unmarried
women 18 or older was proposed
by Phil Whitten, graduate representative, last spring.
The resolution was referred to
the Campus Policy Committee for
study.
According to Roney, the policy
Mosher believes that since SJS

Ronald Reagan and Gov. Edmund G. (Pat) Brown are neckin-neck in the race for governor,
according to a recent campus opinion poll taken by a fact-finding
committee, headed by Sandra R.
Hopkins and sponsored by the SJS
Young Republicans. Interviewed at
random, 123 students and 56 nonstudents were asked their opinions on six major issues of the day.
As far as the students are concerned about political party affiliation, there are 36 per cent Republicans, 37 per rent Democrats,
19 per cent, independents and 8
per cent other affiliations. Nonstudents rated 30 per cent Republican, 50 per cent Democrat, 18
per cent independent and 2 per
cent other.

ress had been made with the parking situation.
Spolter explained that the issue
had been referred to the proper
channels as well as to the External Policy Committee.
Whitten pursued the issue, stating that pressure should be exerted if nothing is done soon.

George Leppert, campaigning for
Congress from the 10th District,
financed the event, and also delivered a talk, filling in while
Gregory was delayed enroute from
San Francisco.
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Gregory criticized the federal
government for hiding from the
Issue of civil rights, saying, "This
which will
great social problem
destroy this country if it existed
(Continued on Page 8)
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Late Drop Deadline
Today is the last day to drop a class without penalty.
To drop any class after the deadline a petition and other
forms must be filed with school deans. All petitions must be
approved by school deans before late class changes will be granted.
Failing students will not be allowed to late drop.

Rep Slots Open
Applications and petitions will be available Monday, Oct. 10,
In the College Union for all freshmen wishing to run for freshman
representative, according to ASB Election Board chairman, Paul Morey.
DICK GREGORY
Candidates’ petitions must be signed by 25 freshmen and re. . . comedian turned to the College Union by 4 p.m., Thursday, Oct. 13.
The freshman elections will be held Wednesday, Oct. 19 and
(the Negroes) what is in the ConThursday, Oct. 20.
stitution and the racial problem
will be solved."
"’this country’s been so busy
Student government, its philosophy, history and potentials, will
practicing man’s inhumanity to be the focus of the first campus "White Paper" researched and
man," the Negro comedian con- written by Tau Delta Phi, men’s scholastic honorary fraternity.
tinued, "that it forgot to read
A questionnaire to survey the knowledge and opinions of the
the Declaration of Independence. general student body about student government will be distributed
But the right to overthrow a gov- early next week from various booths on campus. Booth locations
ernment which fails to deal equally will be announced later, according to Bob Pierce, White Paper chairwith its citizens is right there, man.
and it makes Watts and Hunter’s
"We hope to create interest through information," explains Pierce.
Point legal. It becomes our duty The White Paper will he published in November. Copies will be made
to destroy the government."
available to the campus community without charge.
Gregory spoke for two hours
in a program sponsored by SJS
Students for a Democratic Society
University Travel Company has announced the availability of 17
and the New Student newspaper. student tours to he conducted in Europe during
the coming summer.
The- tours range from a three-week tour of Italy. France and
Switzerland to a 67-day tour of 14 countries in Europe and the
Middle East. Groups of 25 to 30 students will travel together with
tour leaders and guides.
Interested students from 17 to 25 years of age should write
to Air France Student Tours, Dept. CG, 683 Filth Ave., New York,
President Robert Clark’s newly N.Y., 10022, for complete information.
established Commission on Student
Government will convene for the
All male siiid,nis a% it h
cumulative grade point average of
first time today at 3 p.m. in the
3.0 with 30 or more units are invited to attend Tau Delta Phi informal
president’s conference room.
The Commission, charged with smoker Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the faculty cafeteria, according
the responsibility of investigating to Alejandro Alvarez, master of entrance.
Tau Delta Phi is SJS’ oldest scholastic fraternity. Its activities
the ASB Constitution and student
judiciary, will elect officers and include Friday night Open-End Forum, joint editorship of Tower
prepare to conduct public hearings, magazine and hi -annul publication of the Tower List.
Those interested and not able to attend the smoker are invited
according to Dr. Royce Jones.
to it blunt orientation meeting Thursday at 5 p.m. in UAW.
Leutpurary diait MUM.

Survey To Start

Student Tours Available

ASB Probe Group
Convenes Today

Honor Society Invites

Spolter termed Whitten’s proposal for a yearbook as "a flagraising issue."
"I’ve been working on the possibility for some time," the president said. He pointed out that on
Sept. 22 the subject had been covered to such a point that cost, finance, and a plausible editorial
staff structure had been planned
for possible installation. He quoted
a retail price of $350 and stated
that this price would yield a profit.
Spotter called Whitten’s stand on
the parking problem and his resolution for a yearbook "public relations moves. Everybody is for
them," he asserted, "they’re apple
pie." In reference to the La Torre
resolution he said, "That is an issue for committee. It shouldn’t
have been introduced." The resolution was referred to committee immediately. "It’s lust a power play,"
Spoiler concluded.
STAY OF EXECUTION
Spolter alluded to yesterday’s
Spartan Daily head l in e, "ASG
Saved," stating that it was misleading in that "council’s action
merely postponed making a decision through referral to committee." He stated that he is opposed
to any expenditures for the organization. "We are recognszed as a
leader among student associations,"
he said. "We joined Associated Student Governments for the sake of
belonging to a national organization. What do we get out of it?"

Questionnaires
On Tower List
Due Monday
I.1i ’at ion
The Tower Li.d.
containing evaluations of profes
sors by students, is back.
Starting Monday Tau Delta Phi,
men’s honorary scholastic fraternity, will distribute IBM cards and
questionnaires to the student body,
said David Cundiff, Tower List
chairman.
Only those students who took
courses at SJS in fall, 1965 or in
spring, 1966, may participate, Cundiff noted. Those who qualify may
pick up questionnaires and packets
of five or 10 IBM cards (five for
each semester) at booths located
in front of the bookstore and on
Seventh Street.
The cards must be returned to
the booths by 3 p.m. Friday, Oct.
21. Cundiff said. When a student
returns his cards his ASB card will
be marked, and he will receive a
publicity button. The button entitles the student to a 25-cent discount on the List i from 75 cents
to 50 cents) when he returns the
button to Tau Delta Phi at time
of purchase.
"These measures will minimize
ballot box stuffing and also reward those students who participate in the Tower List by rating
their professors."
"The quality and scope of The
List depend on the number of students who take time to participate," Cundiff emphasized.
The List should go on sale during Orientation Week of the spring
rientester, Condit(’ said,

Thrust and Parry ’
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Resident of Spartan City
Rebuts Charge Of Greed

Staff Editorial

Editor:
On Monday certain charges concerning the
residents of Spartan City and the mote,.
behind their attempt to retain married suident housing as a facility of SJS appeared
in a letter to the editor in this column. A:, ;11)
interested resident of Spartan (’fly, I vi"c1::
like to rebut these charges with the follim11,
facts.
The charge that greed and personal \,(-1fare are essential elements in the moveniiiia
to preserve married student housing is neeatc,!
by the fact that most of the students it
have shown interest in this problem siocy
its inception are persons who plan to h’i\.
terminated their residency in Spartan Cir.
prior to the proposed demolition date, dui.
completion of their present academic is,
These students, having personally
perienced the benefits of married stoliciii
housing, feel that this is It facility. worthy ,it
rentention at SJS, and therefore have s:ci irked both time and money in sin attempt
meet this objective.
In addition, we do not claim it is our birthright to be provided with economical married
student housing. We feel, rather, that sueli
facility should be provided to the i.ticii«1
body because it is as just and nee( any other provided by SJS in support ot
academic pursuits of its students.
Furthermore. the suggestion to -itriAv
is aimed at a group of mature and responsitly
students, acknowledged’ as such by membei,
of the faculty and adminisirat ion.

Death Step by Step
Death is coming slowly to the tradition of free higher :lineation in California.
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Guest Editorial

Warren Report: Does It Tell the Real Story?
ii,.w mud,
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III?. 110% 111,11011,4 all ’Illerleall", lie ,11111
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yvhich spell out Ole eSWIlee of 0 free society ?
Of course. in times of nal
Ill crisi- the
American public ha- c,inie to expect that
the ri;."lit- of free .1,,,,,I) and pre-- may.

first and then fitted the facts to support
the hypothesis.
What, says Lane, of the counter-argument to the single -bullet theory that the
llllll mission adopts. an hypothesis which
implies that there may have been more
than one assassin? What of the fact that
film footage of the assassination proves,
aucording to Lane. that it would be impossible for the alleged murder weapon to
fire three bullets in that rapid a sucees-

be altered for s-Il-units

purpose, ii-i as
the American people kitim that their President will a --e powers lie would not

ordinarily wield ill a pisace- ’
situation.
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Report itself

The answer, says the commission, is that
bullet both struck President Kennedy
iii

tlw throat awl then hit and proceeded

Iii rough

Governor Connally. The bullet
that is supposed to have ace
plished this
feat. states Lam% was found with onLy two
pieces of lead missing f
it, while three
pieces of lead were still left in Governor
C

ally’s wrist.

NN hat of the fact that. according to
Lane, the doctor performing the autopsy
at Bethesda Nasal Hospital claimed there

tice Earl NN arren. it is the offirial word on
the as,a--inat

anti it has been generally

accepted by the Aineriran
br-cati-e Ii gait, them the bad guy .so de!.
peratel searched for in thi, kind of situation. It may he. in fact. that the whole and
purpose of the report was to iiliwate
a supposedly panic-stricken people.
But Lane feels lie has reason 10 pieta! ion
11,011 doubt a llllll nission which. according
tit him. was headed h, a man reluctant to
take the position. worked under an impossible deadline witty many members missing
a majority of ineetio;1-. and. by arlinis.ion
(If tow memlwr, reached

the conclusion

than at the Texas Book Depository? What
of the mall who, testifying before the cum mission. was about to say what had attracted his attention to the overpass when
Iii- was presented from continuing the
state-went? What of the fact that, inter%levied later by Lane, he stated that it was
a flash of light and smoke then- that had
caught his eye when he heard the shots?
Lane also has pictures to support his
case, one, taken after the first bullet bit
the President, showing Lee Oswald standing in the door of the Texas Book Depository and the other showing Jack Ruby
standing in front

of

the same

building

about five minutes after the a ..,a,sinat
The latter, say’s Lane, was published in the
report with Ruby’s figure cut
concerning

the

assassination.

the full text of the commissi llll report, is

fiie inches below the neck, while the Commission Report made no mention of this,

stored in the Nat’

replating
wounal

in

it

the neck,

with

an

entrance

making the throat

at Archiyes
by
order of President Johnson’. can not he
opened mull the 21st Centuri. In thero-

that doctors at Parkland Memorial Hospi-

is the complete testimony of Mrs. John F.
Kennedy come
g all the w
Is her
husband receiyed, testi llllll
which was

tal called the throat wound an entrance

deleted from the report pr.

wound?

lic consumption.

wound an exit wound? What of the fact

workers. Actually U.O. is so reactionary
that their
1111i011 has wily six howling lanes.
But. of course, SJS beat
makes us a great school?

11.6.,

so that

Anyway, we can learn a lot by watching 1)anny Holman fake before he passes
or staying home to watch Sandy Koufax
pitch in the World Series.

Editor:
When I submitted a letter to Thrust and
Parry tour days ago, I referred to Fiss is I,
Sweeney’s first Kaleidoscope column :is
"inane" -- meaning trite, void of significancy,
empty, etc.
However, when your copy editor redypcil
my letter for publication he substituted
word "insane" for "inane" (Freudian slip.
maybe? I.
After reading Frank’s second colunm I
agree that perhaps your choice of adjecti,c;
was more relevant.
Furthermore. I hereby suggest the coltimit
title "Paranoiascope" is more pertinent 1,1
his train of thought, although the implication
That Frank is blinded in his quest for troth
and understanding by incoherent, multi-colored
kaleidoscopinal images is not bad either.
Ted S. Kogon
A 15-Mi

The Question Man
Do) you think Parents’ Day is a useful means
the public with SJS?

acquinting

Why?

ART HACKWORTH, Junior, economic,:
Yes, I think so. I think most parents are interested in their sons
and daughters, and they want to brag about this campus. Parents’
Day is one means of acquainting them with SJS, but I don’t think
it should be the only means.

SANDRA LAMB, senior, English:
I think it’s a good idea. It gives the parents an idea of campus life
that they may not know about. Then, too, they can compare SJS
now to when they went to school.

TOM WALCZYKOWSKI, Junior, physics:
Material

was a is outtiil in the President’s back about

-II for pub-

Yes. I think its nice to know where your tax money is going to.
If your kids are going to school here, it’s nice to know what’s wine
on. I think it’s best for lower division students.

BARBARA COVEY, junior, art:
I imagine for kids who live in the area, but not me, my mother
is in San Diego and she can’t come all the way up here for one day.
I don’t think’ that parents are even that interested in this campus.

Perhaps in there are also the autopsy
report and X-rays of the dead President

I- more or less a sacred eow. Authorized by
Pre-ident Johnson., headed by 1.1114 Jus-

Arid what of the fact that at the time
of the shots many of the people l
g the
streets of Dallas looked toward the icierpass in front of the president’s car rather

’I’m get the impression that Oregon stuiii nut consider thernsolves factory
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which

not
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did the eommission not

even look at, hut which the Secret Serviee

MONICA WITT, nopohomore, business:

took from Bethesda before the doctor per-

I don’t see what good it would really do. They’re just lookinr
the campus and they can’t see whsll it’s really like. ’They ean’t really
see what goes on.

for

g the autopsy could wen see them.

I.ane says. however, the &ratites as well
as the Secret Serb ice and FBI claim they
do not have them.
If Lane’s questi llll s are %alb!. if the commission is wrong and has offered us only
a placebo instead of justice and honesty,
then We as citizens of the L nited States are
owed at least the truth. If we have lost
this right, then we have lost the mother
of all our liberties.

Francine Nliller

KEITH ISON, senior, econ lllll ics:
It’s useful for tax purposes. At least they can see what they’re
putting their taxes into. As far as getting to know the faculty or
how the campus is organtied, I don’t think its useful. But I pay my
own taxes, SO I can appreciate it.
-Photos by Vince Stress-,.

Assemblittee Offers
7 400 Fellowships
For Grad Work

Act Creating Freshman
Under Fire in Student Council
It
DI
TELESCO
Spartan Daily staff Writer
Calling the act that established
the Freshman Assembly "poorly
worded, ambiguous and unclear."
Glen Williams, sophomore representative and former member of
the executive board of the Freshman Assembly, led debate at
Wednesday’s council meeting over
whether or not to repeal the act.
Williams pointed out the purprises of the assembly and declared they had not been fulfilled.
One of the purposes of the assembly is "to increase student
participation within student government." Williams claimed that
the average attendance at last
year’s meetings was five people and
that the total number of freshmen
involved in the program during
the year was estimated at 25.
WORKING PLACE
The Freshman Assembly is "to
provide a working place to employ
the energies of the freshman
class." The only successful project
undertaken by the group was to
sell Homecoming buttons. "Approximately 15 to 20 freshmen
contributed any notable amount
of time to that effort," he said,
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"hardly employ’ing the energies
of the freshman class."
It was hoped that the Freshman Assembly would provide training for potential student leaders,
but according to Williams, "more
would be gained by an individual
working on a successful ASB committee than on an ineffective
freshman assembly."
The last purpose of the assembly
was to "render service to SJS."
According to Williams, "In light
of the above statements, the conclusion here is obvious."
IMMEDIATE REPEAL
Urging immediate repeal of the
act, Williams concluded that "all
present or anticipated activities
of Freshman Assembly could be
accomplished much more efficiently by an appointed ASB committee than through an inexperienced
assembly."
Dick Miner, graduate representative, felt that the act, but not the
spirit of it, should be repealed.
"The act fails not for ambiguous
wording, but for a lack of in-depth
spirit," he said. "Its spirit should
be restructured in another group."
Wes Watkins, senior representaDye. opposed the repeal of the

act say ini.i, -You eannot judge an
organization from one year’s work,
no more than you can judge a
college president from one year’s
work."
Watkins felt that leadership had
been the main problem for the
Freshman Assembly.
He said, -Neither faculty advisers nor Student Council members showed up to give the group
any direction. If they’ had had
this direction, they might have
done better."
The act was referred to the
Campus Policy Ci II11111 it el’ for
study.
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Moon Studied
HAMPTON, Va. I API --- Recent photographs of the lunar surface
provide evidence the moon is more alive than previously thought,
scientists reported yesterday. Photographs made by Lunar Orbiter 1,
however, did not provide enough information on which to determine
a landing site for America’s Appollo astronauts. For that reason,
Lunar Orbiter 2 will be launched between Nov. 6 and Nov. 11 to
make another round of pictures, concentrating on the moon’s mare
sea or smoother seas.

Missile Wanted

SAN BERNARDINO tAP)
Defense officials are pushing
for a United States missile that could get through any Soviet defense
because they fear Russia has an effective missile defense sytem for
major cities. Pentagon leaders consider the situation urgent, and want
to develop quickly a weapon system that would avoid a "missile gap"
Partial results of a study to bookstore as compared to the other situation such as worried the nation in the late 1950s, according to
raise the minimum wage paid to employees?
military affairs editor Karl R. Edgerton.
students working for Spartan
(3) Who would pay for a 1965Shops, Inc., were reported by Bob 66 audit of Spartan Shops that
Stahl, senior representative, at would be necessary for the evaluaBritish Labor rebelled against
BRIGHTON, England tAPI
Wednesday’s Student Council tion?
Prime Minister Harold Wilson, winning votes demanding embarrassing
meeting.
The Campus Policy Committee changes in his Viet Nam and defense policies. But the British leader
A motion to raise the minimum
"will be working on this problem is certain to shrug aside the demands of his Labor party’s annual
wage to $1.75 per hour and for
for the next few weeks," said convention, knowing if he met them his government soon would be in
Spartan Shops to hire students,
serious conflict with President Johnson’s administration.
Stahl,
whenever possible, was proposed by
Phil Whitten, graduate representative, last spring.
It was referred to the Campus
Policy Committee for study.

urns:
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STAID. REPORTS
Stahl, a member of the committee, reported that he had spoken
to representatives from San Francisco State College, S.F. State is
presently negotiating to raise the
minimum wage paid to its students
to $1.85 per hour, but he pointed
out that these employees are
unionized.
Stahl said that in order to raise
wages. "Student Council will have
to help Spartan Shops become
unionized. A resolution to this effect would not do much good."
He said that several questions
had to be raised in dealing with
the issue.

’Lack of Information’ Postpones
Financial Board Budget Decisions
AETNA

Labor Rebels
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THAT SOCKING ADEER ATTITUDE

HOWARD’S

A completely
unique
experience
0 sPfClat PRODUCTS DIVISION
THE Nat 15555 nod wINGCO.,BALTO ,ND

Try our large variety of quality meaLs
at reasonable prices.
COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Till and Santa Clara
One Block from SJS
Don’t be confused by
Chaucerget Cliff’s
Notes. In language
that’s easy to understand, Cliff’s Notes expertly explain and
summarize The Canterbury Tales. Cliff’s
Notes will improve
your understanding
and your grades. But
don’t stop with Chaucer. There are more
than 125 Cliff’s Notes
covering all the frequently assigned plays
and novels. Look for
them in the bold black
and yellow -striped
covers.
at your bookseller
or vinte for
free t,tle

ow,,CASTEIIIIT TALES

Hf

CLIFF’S NOTES. INC.
Bethany Station Lincoln, PAW. 68508

Cliffi Notes.

Each Saturday, immediately preceding the
NCAA Game of the Week, watch the exciting

Sag (IOU 1r TB

0

"A chemistry major
named Bleaker,
Drank his Colt 45
from a beaker,
He said, ’It’s more
fun!
It holds two cans,
not one,
As an experience,
it’s even uniquer."

Colt

STEAK & EGGS $1.:6

SCHOLARSHIPS OK’ed
FAB also recommended an allocation of $1,000 from the general
fund to the ASB Awards Board
for the ASB Scholarship Program.
The budget request from the
Awards Board was not considered
at the meeting, again due to a
lack of information.
According to Bruckman, "We
are committed to give scholarships.
The recipients were chosen last
semester and these people are
counting on the money. We could
not refuse it."
Council passed the allocation by

If so, real or imaginary,
tell us about it in a
limerick and we’ll send
you a completely
unique token of our
appreciation. Here’s an
example:

In the meantime, try
this for inspiratlosa

Chef’s Special

"The World of Suzie Wong" is
the film on tonight’s Friday Flick
shown at 7 and 9:30 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium, The 128-minute
color picture stars William Holden
and Nancy Kwan,
Suzie Wong’s world consists of
three sides of a triangle. She competes with a rich English girl for
the love of an artist. Scenes of
Hong Kong are superb. Admission
to the college community is 35
cents,

Had a
unique
experience?

Limerick Contest,
Box 45, Colt, Arkansas.

CRYSTAL CREAMERY

BUDGET TABLED
A budget expansion request for
Associated Student Governments
of the USA I ASGUSA I was tabled.
FAB felt that if it took action on
this request, it would be applying
pressure on Student Council before
council had had time to consider
membership in ASGUSA.
FAB recommended the underwriting of $285.50 from the general fund to the Homecoming buttons account.
According to Marcia Kelly,
Homecoming Committee treasurer,
the reason for the request was,
"We are planning to order and sell
3,000 buttons.
Student Council voted to approve the underwriting of the buttons. Profits from button sales
revert back to the general fund.

Friday Flick

QUESTIONS RAISED
Spartan Shops employs permanent personnel. What are their
wages as compared to the student
wages?
(2) What difference is there between the salary increases of the
managers of the cafeteria and

Get the idea? Get it
down on a post card
and send to:

SPARTAN DATLTS

Approximately 400 fellowships
Union Program Board, ASH StaWednesday Stu- a voice vote
At its 1111,1
will be available for graduate
Bruckman announced that the tionery’, Reed Magazine, the Rifle
work in the 1967-68 school year, dent Council I t wized the Finanits
budgets
to
be
considered
next
week
I
FAB
I
for
Team
and the ASH Executive Acaccording to the California State cial Advisory Piiiird
by FAB were those of the College count.
Scholarship and Loan Commission. inaction at its last meeting.
At FAB’s meeting Tuesday, two
The one-year fellowships for
considtution and fees are designed to of the four budgets under
tabled.
help encourage college students eration were
John Bruckman. ASH treasurer,
to do graduate work in the sciTHE CHOICE OF BUSINESSMEN, CAN HELP YOU
explained
ences, social sciences, humanities, speaking for the board,
PLAN YOUR INSURANCE FUTURE
information was the
of
that
lack
the arts, mathematics, engineerrepresenting
Aetna
for the tabling motions.
reason
ing, business and education.
"FAB asks that groups sitI
in San Jose
Applications must be filed with
under consideration plc:,
Chuck Bamford
the Scholarship and Loan Com- budgets
representative to provide iiimission by Jan. 16, 1967. Appli- send a
(S.J.S. 1966)
LIFE & CASUALTY
and answer questions,"
formation
cants will be required to take the
556 S. First St.
said.
CHOICE OF BUSINESS
he
THE
Aptitude Test of the Graduate
San Jose
Action was tabled on the Rifle
LETS YOU CHOOSE
Record Examination.
297-3194
WITH CONFIDENCE
Team budget for lack of necessary
information. ASB Pres. Jerry Spotter, a member of the board, was
asked to investigate the program.

World Forum

Student -Worker Pay Raises
Hinge Upon Creation of Union

Friday, October 7, 196B
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with reviews of the previous week’s game

TO HEATHERS WITH EVERYTHING
in the true crew: Adler Adlastic. Now in 16 new heathers. Heathers?
Scotch for color. But so easy on hue they go with everything. Going on

in

lambswool for luxury. Nylon for wear. Spandex to stretch all ways. $1.50
says you’re socking right up to your attitude in Adlastic Heathers plus
15 other socko colors. And you used to think blondes were fun.

Mann-Haus 1 Hastings

MANN HAUS
TRADITIONAL CLOTHIER

Open NIondav.
I

until
I "mills

With...
DON
HAYWARD

Enter KNTV’s "Pick -The-Game" Contest this week and every week.
Pick both the SCORE and the WINNER of next week’s San Jose State
Game.
Send your entry on a card or letter
to: "Pick -The -Game" Contest,
KNTV, 645 Park Avenue, San Jose,
Calif.
Entries must be postmarked not
later than the day before the game.
Winners notified by mail, and
announced on next week’s "S.J.S.
Football Highlights" program. In
case of tie, winner will be picked by
drawing.
WIN...a

$10.00

Gift Certificate from...

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE

osRer’s
CAMPUS SHOP

THIRD 1. SAN

ltd.
FERNANDO

watch it on... !WAD

featuring...
HARRY
ANDERSON

1--ttzr %I:TVs:ft ’ill V
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First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services
8:15, 9:30 and II

2 blocks from school

292-5404

office 294-7033

A. Craig Settlage, Vicar

Home 298-3718

STUDENT SPECIAL
DiBREAKFAST
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
LIVE
Si with ASB card
bottomless
BAND’

A
G

cup of

401,

coffee

DANCING

106

TONIGHT UNTIL 11 p.m.
SFree Delivery on Pizzas

1

Vidt

DR. ROBERT COLEMAN, professor of art. augments the original
design of a pomegranate by the use of heat. He will demonstrate
the use of organic matter in jewelry construction from 2-5 p.m.,
Sunday for the San Jose Art League’s annual Collector’s Choice
benefit, 977 Asbury St. Dehydrated bananas and pears also
are used by Dr. Coleman in building design.

HOURS:
Mon. -Fri. 6:30 a.m.-I1 p.m.

123 S. 4th
286-2484

Sat. 9 a.m.-1 a.m.
Sun. 2 p.m.-8 p.m.

r

’
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01
Reconciliation

.

clIARI.OTTE WON(,
I no. Arts Editor
using dehydrated
pears, bananas or pomegranates
. a means of expression?
The Egyptians did, and Dr.
r: riaal Coleman, professor of
;al, is following their lead in
deriving design from natural
matter.
He will demonstrate the use
of organic miterirds in jewelry
design and construction Sunday
at the annual Collector’s Choice
benefit sponsored by the San
Jose Art League.
Dr. Coleman also will use a
dental centrifugal casting machine to cast pieces from wax
models at the event, which will
be held from 24 p.m. in the
gardens of the Joseph GiansiraCIJSZ1 home, 977 Asbury St.
SALE PROCEEDS
Proceeds from the sale of
donated oils, watercolors. sculpture, jewelry, weaving, mosaics
and crafts will help maintain
the league’s free public Art Center, 482 S. Second St.
It’. Coleman feels that organic
matter may be used merely as a
source of design or actually included in casting. Matter also
may be used exactly as found in
nature, in: desirn may he changed
hy reaanentaiiiin
eutI intz.
lt
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Art Professor Derives
Design From Dry Fruit
Last year the jeweler received
a $255 faculty research grant
from the SJS Foundation to
work on a "Materials Approach
to Jewelry Design."
Dr. Coleman also was a craft
juror for the 1966 Arts Festival
sponsored by the San Francisco
Art Commission last week.
This semester he is teaching
three sections of jewelry design
and construction in the college’s recently expanded jewelry
program.
FIRST TIME
"For the first time, SJS is
offering students a third semester of jewelry for credit,"
Dr. Coleman noted recently.
Students now are able to repeat Art 146, advanced jewelry
design. Five -repeaters" currently are working on more advanced
problems in forging, casting and
enameling under the new arrangement.
"SJS has the largest offering
1 know of. Long Beach State
has two semesters, but that is
the only other as extensive," he
commented.
The basic function of jewelry
making is to express yourself
and that is stresecl by the Art
Department far more than the
technical or decorative aspects,
he added
-

Pres. (lark felt that SJS has
achieved an atmosphere of a
’I’ ’I as"
"eommunity of
.1.
pointed out hurnam:
e5and education progt.ims
ii
amples of this concept airc:el
effect. At the same tiro, ta
ognizeti the value of I hi 1:
lit are routs,
-A, far r,

lem. His historical approach allows him to take a tourist point
of view and miss iiossibly relevant txtints that don’t interest
him." he added.

By JOE DLA1.1N
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

College discussion group: Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor

Vocation-Humanities Balance
Possible at SJS Pres. Clark
Contrary to the ideas of author Paul Goodman, a large institution like SJS can achieve a
balance in education between humanistic principles of knowledge
and vocational training, President Robert D. Clrirk told .i
standing-room-onlv
semester’s first Faculty Book
Talk Wednesday.
President Clark discus.,
Goodman’s "’The Communilj. irt
Scholars," a critical study 01 the
American college system, in the
cafeteria. 1-le praised the book
and said it should be read by
faculty and administration as a
focal point for the problems of
large colleges and universities.
Goodman advocates an anarchistic concept in education.
He urges faculty and students
to secede from a system of education which he ieels stIt k’s ilic
allimportant Co1111111 al it ,11k,
process between students and instructors.
Goodman feels that the present structure of our schools doe.
not allow this kind of relationship but rather binds the student
to a system of arbitrary rules
and regulations which foster intellectual mediocrity, Dr. Clark
noted.

NS’ith a "cautistie" and "hyperbola’ ’ style Goodman has communicated an "attitude." lind the
trirok roust he read in that
iisi .ind not as a cfnilpielei I
:Wc1/11111, the pr.
Iiii, 11/11111
,It 111
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That professors and sluilonts
retire in small numbers to rented
rooms where a true community
atmosphere may be attained is
the author’s only suggestion for
change.
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MILD WEEKEND?

TOI*RIST VIEW
"His concern is not with r:
practical solution to the Tirol -
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CANNES FESTIVAL AWARD
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For Great Steak
Start From Scratch or
EAT AT ANGELO’S

BEST ACTRESS
VANESSA REDGRAVE
"Her ex-liushand bugs her bedroom, dynamites her
mother, and climbs into a gorrilla suit to turn her wedding party into a King Kong-sized disaster. Throughout it all, she remains radiant and ripe, a plum with
aplomb that drove the critics wild."Time Magazine

We feature tasty steaks
at 1/50th the trouble.

MORGA N !
Complete Shows 7 p.m., 9 p.m. & 11 p.m.
I
Playboy
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1433 The Alameda
297-3060
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FAMOUS STEAK DINNER
bowl of chili
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13th to Gt.th Rd.
20134005
AI’TO MOVIE
FAfer Pussycat! Kill! Kill!"

"The booed One"
Student Discount Rates

FREE HOMEMADE CHILI
WITH ANY STEAKFri., Sat., Sun.
y....w.,.....z.svson000c000000ne
baked potato, salad,

and it couldn’t
be funnier!

STUDIO

WEEKEND SPECIAL:
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SAVE1/3!

Free parking of 38 S. Third St.

* 24 hour service on Friday & Saturday
(open daily 6 a.m.-11 p.m.)

Collector’s delight!

* A variety of breakfasts served daily.
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Pullovers and cardisleeved sweaters

long

plus kicky skirts! You’ll know the maker

ANGELO’S
72 E. Santa Clara

Steak
House

297-7184

5991 )9.99

on sight. Jr. 34-40; 5-15.
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Young California shop, 52, SECOND FLOOR
SHOP FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL 9 p.m.

USE YOUR CHARGE

’

!Friday, October 7. 1orn
3 QUESTIONS
TO ASK WHEN YOU
BUY INSURANCE
I. Will you share in the
profits of the company?
2. Will you have immediate
cash values?

lit

3. Will you have professional
services available to assist
in your over-all financial
objectives?
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REPAIR OF VOLKSWAGEN CARS
PORSCHE

I. 111 A
ion show with the semifinalists
in the cafeteria service neva
from 11:30 to 12 p.m.
Thursday. Oct. 20 SJS students will ei.te for the five semifinalists at Iiiioths located in
from
front of the
10:30 to 5 p.m.
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GARAGE EUROPA

Oct.

29

.s

the Sant.,
County Fairgrounds Pavihiiii.
which time the queen will officially be announced.
Thursday, Nov. 3 A
hour" at 7 p.m., followed is
banquet ;it 7:30 p.m.
Sattwilay, Nov. 5 The Homecoming parade, open house. Cainpus reception and the football
game.
IliIinfl

in.
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Royce Hall Offers
Special Breakfast
Show
Plus Style
else can anyone find

850 LINCOLN AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CALIF. 95125
PHONE 295-9082

Where
breakfast and entertainment for
only a quarter, but at the Ruth
Royce Hall fashion show. scheduled for tomorrow morithet at
10 o’clock. At least. Miss Carol
Pedersen, dorm publicity chairman, seems to think so.
Admission to the fashion show.
sponsored by Joseph Magnin. is
only 25 cents, Miss Pedersen
points out, and includes the
show, plus breakfast. Tickets for
the everit may still be purchased
at the hall toduy.
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SPECIALIZING IN ONLY EUROPEAN MADE CARS

MASTER MECHANICS
TRAINZD IN GERMANY
WERNER ZOLLENKOPF
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Bit I KIRSCH
MUTUAL
BENEFIT LIFE
715 North First Street
Suite 35
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In San Jose Phone 297-2738. On the Peninsula Phone 969.6816
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Free
instructions!

Hirrvessa
General Inmraner
292-6383
1060 Minn. Ace,

Knit-wittery if ever we saw it.
This mini-skirt and top is fun
to knit and more fun to wear.
All you need is wonderful "Wintuk"
yarn of 100e; Orlon" acrylic
and a desire to try.
The results will be sensational.
What’s more, they’ll be
hand or machine washable and will
keep their great shape.
Send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to: Room 1806CN,
National Hand Knitting Yarn
Association, Inc., 15 East 26 St.,
New York, N. Y 10010

9
OPEN ’T1L
9 p rn.
HOURS: 8 a.m to

112 S. 2nd Sfree

’Things
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with Old Spice Lime
Precisely what things depends on what you have in
mind. Whatever it is, Old Spice LIME can help.
Its spicy, lime -spiked aroma is ery persuasive...but
SO subtle, even the most wary woman is trapped
before she knows it! Worth trying? You bet it is!

Old Spice LIME Cologne, After Shave, Gift Sets. fly the makers of original Old Spice.

FREE PARKING
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,
MISSES MARY PEPYS and Hilary Goldwater hand in their
Homeccrning Qucen entry blanks to Mrs. Mary Clark in the
y-ar’s queen will be anncunced at the
Aciki ; s cr :e. T’
n
cc Oct. 29 at the Santa Clara County FairC
grouncl..

Florist

ii

Group Plans
Skiing Trips
The Sit Ski Club’s first ski
io
He year will be Fel).
17-19 it Souaw Valley and Al.
i
sif ILI

:1,10

haVP

11,

2nd

&

SALE!

San Fernando St., San Jose

Brush up on
your History

Books up to 95% off I

-a,Book s Inc.

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stevens Creek & Winchester

Becjinnirg next Monday you can win a

San Jose’s Big Bookstore
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
Seriimg califor,ia Siine 1851

FREE

65,000 BOOKS - 75,000 CARDS

I:::

and
gi-en Tuesday.
’ail.

’
it
Was de
I Cii:
their first fleet its
icc n.rri, D.:ffloy
announ
time will
The club will arrange transportatirm and lodging for all ski
trips. Buses will leave the campus on Friday night and will return Sunday evening. There is a
limit of SO spaces and transportation is arranged on a first
Mlle first servo basis.
The Ski Club membership card
entitles a student to a 10 per
cent discount on ski rentals at
Freeman’s Sport Center.
At the next meeting this Tuesday evening, Perry Stevens, of
the School of Sport Parachuting,
will speak about free fall tileilitgraphy, and a film on ski living
will be shown. The mei.: in.: is ill
be held in JC141 it 7 its.

Penalty for Coeds
Who Mislay Keys
If a senior key is stolen. the
Avner does not lose her key
ii hot if she losin’s h er
lo s her kriv privilege.
is.!sr, in which the
are:
ke:. is is 11 .iv
t is lIe i:
it 1<:’!’.
f r p irling a
stolen
Lenin., :: nyoni, in after
hours.
I.Phriing i 14,-.)’ to a coed who
is tiPt olieil)1, but Whfl will he
elii;ildo in the ii future The
inollidble coed will lose her ftithre key privileges.
reThe key violation should
ported to the house key representative. wit., is ’Is, ).en by the
meinlirro of the house. This representatie. will ripori the loss
to the
110l1111.
A cooll is lb 90 cc’ zliore units
or 21 yii.ir. old is eligible For
the Senior Eiiy. A Senior Key
represent at ivi’ meeting will he
held Thursday. Oct. 20, at 3 p.m.
in ED100.
The Senior Key Board will he
interviewed hy the J tt
y. Oct. :
on
4.30 p zsc. iii .\11\1229.

ghi :o L.A. via PSA

Round-Tr:p

:eiect now

.-y.r Costumes

or

roady mode or all supplies for
do it yourself

Free Theatre Passes

Novelties, wigs, beards, stage
make up, mesh tights, etc.

Watch for

Open
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
Sat, 9:30 A.M.-5:30 P.M.
Sun. II A.M.-5:30 P.M.

History Mystery
beginning Monday
in the

Larry’s Theatrical
Fabric and Shoe Co.

Spartan

1645 W. San Carlos
293-6136

at

mainazimo

UDENTS-be a VIP.
AND SAVE AT HENRY’S

NO CONTESTS

HENRY’S DRIVE-IN
0

I

NO DRAWINGS

)4

NO GIMMICKS
SCHOOL
PM MO
1, AM TO 7
GOOD ONLY

.:
laAF
p’;
0(05

si-aUkTaiciai.i;r7nifTeuwalegctio,!!

NO RED TAPE
JUST GREAT FOOD
AT SPECIAL PRICES
TO VIP’S EXCLUSIVELY!

vi VIP GOLD IDENTIFICATION CARD

THIS CARD is all it takes!
NOTHING TO BUY!

GET YOUR CARD AT HENRY’S TODAY!
LOOK AT THE SAVINGS FOR V.I.P.’s

"Drug Addieiton"
Spcakers frem Synanon
Sunday, Oct. 9, 6:30 p.m.
Supper 6 p.m. 50e

ROGER
WILLIAMS
FELLOWSHIP
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
45 un,. & 11 an,,
Church Service
10 a.m. College Seminar
: .

C

el7.,

HAMBURGERS. EVERYDAY PR/CE 15c 10c to V / P ’s

SPECIAL PRICES GOOD 11 A.M.
TO 2 P.M. ANY SCHOOLDAY
(WITH V.I.P. CARD ONLY)

HENRY’S INSTANT SERVICE DRIVE-IN

515 S. Tenth St.

n-i-ST1RT

TO 4.11f.V
Frmay. Oetoher

’Comacho’s Commandoes’
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Baltimore Moves
2 Games Ahead

Booters Entertain Bears

I
The Los Angel,
1,..
long trip to Balton,
a tougher mission once

6-5-2 club.
Jill STRIA-IT
Jane ’Menendez remarks that
.:itartan Dally Sports Writer
three games ha%
io "
’.anaeho’s I. ommandos.- better !
%. a. with the game
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II 1,1 5,.1 test of the young
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Palmer hurled the 1111.1- 1.
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\ 1,1,1’,\ al LOS AIWA I
111,s in k
wie, ahem’.
The series will resume tomorr...s.
alter today’s off -day for travelin.
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led six errors to tie
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and to a k e Palm,

and
Corsages
for all
Occasions
10)h & Sant

292-0462
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for the ccrorilate :.oliogiale experience
worship this Simclay at

(-ollIclyar,

’

,hossing your 1S13 card.

Tim

0 .11.1,2i ic.tn

First itaptiY1 Church 1

Tarp-

the downtow.1 church
catering ta tea college community
8:30 & II a.m.Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.College -Seminar
5:45 p.rn,TriC Club
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"I Came...
I Saw...
I Concurred!"
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lettermen who payed in
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tie with i’ne Cal Bears,
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will be in the Spartan line
for their fourth straight win of the season.
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Late Model

TYPEWETER
RENTALS
Low Low
Student Roles

PIZZA PAM &
PUBLIC

house

580 Meridian Ave.
286-M,5

Giant 3x4 foot full -color
FREE
WORLD MAP with each
typewriter rental
Milan MusksBEST AROUND Yugoslavian
tirovic will be in the Olympic Club goal tcni,3ht.

1705 Story

Rd.
(Corner of King)

751-1000

travel agency
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He was named to the Olympic Ch.la’s outstanding team in ’60 and ’64.

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
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Drive-in Parking

CY 4-1215

51 So. 4th

Second of Three
FAP 7e,g41,_/

293-

ill) Fir-t

.

11441=10.MIP

Open Daily At 11 a.m.

a

1

Dr. C!arence P. Sands, Pastor !

198 S. 2nd St., San Jose
......

In fact, said Caesar, "1 et two, Brutus!"
(1fis English was awful.) But he agreed
with everybody that eating two Shakey’s
pizzas is more fun than eating one. (Because
it’s so go-o-o-o-d, Cleo!) And don’t bring
a knife. Shakey’s Happy People are very
properthey eat pizza with their fingers:

t,
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Don’t just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.

i1.\\ 0.11:
-

’239

itt/ferf% 1101,1.

.‘aghtspeing.

11E\ 1(:0:
fir/are. 110-

Mexico City

1).1!.
trl.
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s379 Fulls Cotttliirtetl. Miitor Coach.
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.sightsf.ving.

I real bargain at b..ss

than tvil dollars pia- rho.
.iil for f more reference.

vin travel agency
oil Not Ili 1

sl sq.

What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked off the
football team just
because he flunked
six out of four of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper’s
WALLACE MIDDENDORF SAT HERE
editors resigned in
protest becaus The Chancellor wouldn’t allow the
b.:Pl.:cation of certain salacious portions of
"Night In a Girl’s Dormitory
you just sat, didn’t you?
You’ve made a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorp!
a vegetable.
You’re
111111s..!
Protest, Wallace Middendorp,
Take a stand. Make a noise!
Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next campus speak -out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
and
what big corporation is
SPRITE. :5 TART
going to hire you"
AND TIN;’,..1V.,
i’, ij otj,T
Kt. FP 11’ QUJI:S_,

Ail
aSi

it
fl’hr

and ate rnatureit
thinking of ttle game.’
Also promitamt in the invader,.
lineup is ill be former San Jose
star Art Lambert., who scored fO
goals in this year’s Alumni game.
awl Italy I-full.
Walion feel, that tl-a.
hani(lot
all
p.a. the Stiart,.ii.
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Complete Wine and Beer Selection
Small Steak

1.35

Steak Sandwich

N.Y. Steak

2.10

Jumbo Burger
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ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
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Free Parking

545 S. 2nd St.
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Seek Lack-Luster Game

SPARTAN DAILY,

Gridders Tackle Bears Tomorrow

By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sport* Editor
Hoping to take some of the luster from the Golden Bears. SJS
footballers invade the University of
California for it 1:30 p.m. battle in
Memorial Stadium tomorrow.
If San Jose fortunes pan out,
quarterback Danny Holman will

When You Must Keep Alert
When you can’t afford to be drowsy.
inattentive, or anything less than all
there. . . here’s how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non -habit-forming.
’14rRY’r
,..
/...

Cvne to

"The New
Wineskin"
10th 8 San Fernando
JOHN DETRICK
Folk Singer
Tonight, 8 p.m. -I a.m.
COFFEE

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

f

I
Z-

COKES

prol,alo he the prime reason.
tinuing his role as the nation’s
1 passer, he has moved into second
in NCAA total offense statistics.
PROBLEMS SOLVED?
Cal, with some problems solved,
will open with sophomore Barry
Brook. Regular signal -caller Dan
Berry will move tie halfback.
Bear coach ltsrv Willsey, to fill
the vacancy left by top-ground
gainer Frank Lynch out with a
hamstring muscle pull, has moved
quick Rick Bennett to alternate
with Lloyd Reist at fullback.
Two Spartans will be making
their initial starts.

Fullback Jel 1’4211 Andrews
irking over in Oregon. moves inio
his first opening appearance. Last
week he battled Duck lines for
44 yards in 12 carries.
Defensive end Martin Baccaglio,
counted on to steady SJS defenses
this year. makes his return after
missing all action with injuries.
Baccaglio has been working out
all week under the watchful eye
of trainer Lindsy McLean. "He’s
a tough boy and he’s ready to go."
His return is hoped to compensate the loss of Dick Dixon, the
middle linebacker.
The tough Spartan front wall of

ent Eta email, Jahn Tajlor, Mike
spitzer and Eb Hunter figure the
return of Baccagito can only improve their chances over Cal.
Oddsmakers have taken notice,
too.
Aaainsi Oregon last week, the
Ducks were tanked by wire services as 14 -point favorites. Cal, a
stronger team than the Webfoots,
fates as only five-points better
than 5.15 tomorrow.
DEFENSIVE QUESTION
If the defense can hold tight
with another tough performance,
coach Anderson figures the offense
can handle itself well enough.

SJS figures to open with busically the same lineup that knocked
over Oregon last week. Halfback
Danny Anderson, flanker S. T.
Saffold and entls Steve Cox will

I/e fir:iligair’s prime targets rceserve flanker John Craven... 1101 man’s favorite receiver at :VIonterey, is expected to see plenty
of play.

Westminster
Presbyterian
(lion+
The 11a5eda at Shasta

DONUTS

Worship Sunday at

FREE ADMISSION

9:30 a.m. College Shia’s Class

SPARTAN AN TRI

8:30 a.m., I I a.m.

Join Tri-(

THIN sl N.1)1
:
0:15 a.m. seminarliev.

Aefinapt

James R. Cook, speaker
5:15 p.m. Forum -"Hat*
living Sex Behavior"
\l/
October III
8 p.m. Writing --lies. James H. Cook replies to
Bishop Pike. (31234.

CUSTOM WHEELS AND TIRES

3rd and San Antonin

CHROME & MAG WHEELS

M. T. INDY TIRES

CUSTOM ACCESSORIES

Now! You can just say

THIS COUPON WORTH 52.50 TOWARDS PURCHASE OF ANY 4
WHEELS OR TIRES. EXPIRES DEC. 31. 1966

"Charge It"
When buying new books, used
books, paper backs or remainders
at the State Book Shop. Any approved oil company or other credit
card will be gladly accepted.

State Book Shop
297-4797
389 S. First St.
Open Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Saturday until 6 p.m.

Jerrell Andrews, receiving
FIRST DAY
handoff from quarterback Danny Holman, earns
his first starting assignment Saturday when the

Ailiens Athletic Chit, I roar (lak1 hind helped SJS prepare for the
meet with a practice run last.
Saturday. Athens will again be
facing the Spartan runners, along
with many other schools, including colleges, universities and junior colleges.
Jim Sullivan will lead the Spartan harriers in the competition
The ace trackster placed fifth in

LITTLE 315)

Ready For
Fall

to the lack of interest shown at
a captain’s meeting Wednesday.
Intramural Director Dan Unruh
reported that only five organizations were represented and there
would need to be at least 12 to

Anyone %% lilt a hit of -horse sense" knows that Leo

15 teams to hold the race.
Everything on the Little 500
program has been pushed back one
week -the time trials will be Oct.
14 and the race Oct. 21.
Another team captains’ meeting
will be held next Wednesday in
MG201 at 3:30 p.m. to decide if
the race will be held. according to
Unruh. If more interest isn’t shown
there, the race will be dropped
this year.
The race will cover 200 laps or
50 miles on the south campus
track, and teams will be composed
of four men. Further information
can he obtained in Unruh’s office,
MG121.

Si Is a takes expert care of your car. Come in today
and take ads antage of all the sers ices from lubrication to a major overhaul. Plus, nationally known
gasoline at discount prices.

CASH VALUE STAMPS GIVEN
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

Late for Class? Well Park It For You.

F001)

25

The 9iteli90.3

t la: I.,
trackfest, and
mina: I0I.. 33 1131 a second place
fink o
;he six -mile run against
Athens, where he flashed his fastest time of the year at 29:54.

Steve Brown, fourth place finisher in the Athens race, Bill Langdog, Steve Lowry, Rich Klemmer
and Russ Mahon are other SJS
runners given a chance of finishing high in the meet.
Pacing the flush harriers is
Larry Marker from Spokane,
Wash. He learned under the tutoring of Walters while in Spokane
VOLLEYBALL
and is running good according to
Today is the deadline for en- his coach.
tries in the two-man volleyball
Another top frosh performer
program, which is scheduled to
scheduled for action tomorrow is
open next Thursday.
Ralph Gamez, who placed 14th in
This year Unruh has established
open and novice divisions in vol- his first six -mile race--that, too,
At hens.
leyball to gain more interest.

N

LOSER OF
THE WEEK
THE ENTIRE
CAL FOOTBALL
TEAM
NOW APPEARING THROUGH OCT. 16

Intramural Announcements
The Little 500 bicycle race has
been postponed for one week due

297-0664

Spartans take on Cal. Against Oregon, Andrews
gained 44 yards in 12 carries.

SpartansLarge in Number
Travel to Sacramento Meet
The S.J1-1 cross-cow:11u le:tm is
expected to be one of the lai:gest
contingents at tomorrow’s Sacramento S tate Invitational, with
coach Tracy Walters taking more
than 30 runners north.
The Spartans will be looking for
their second straight meet win,
having captured first place among
colleges at the Long Beach Invitational meet two weeks ago.

GET
YOUR
HORSEPOWER

78 S. 4th

584 S. First St., S.J.

Direct From Dragon-a-Go-Go
in San Francisco
no cover charge on weeknights

1 500 ALMADEN ROAD
297-5566
inumnimiminnnumnimi111111111111111111111111iimmimium111111m111111
DON’T MISS THE FREAK -OUT
TOMORROW NIGHT

exciting New Diamond Styles
...Unsurpassed !Wye!
from KAY fewelers

ENTERTAINMENT

SO Utih of
lot% OS%

FREE DINNERS

0

NO MONEY DOWN
sreirs
Sr 50 WEEK

to St:H.1plus II lo (Mt lify
C111.1,1.:(;h: I)INN l’I

dinners al ar1011,

user :!;25 in

Pr..11111PaltIte: ill file

Chou Item an inspiring seiection of advanced designs
141:yeliow Sr white soid

area. This book i- good for 6 months.

in your choice ol

To adsertise their esIablishments. these restaurants are making this offer to students.

UNDER 21?

who join
1.)

WE HOPE O.

the COLLEGE

1 on mist

DINNER

2.) You must be a student in school.
3,2

Why? Because we rent to minors. Oh, we rent to adults
also, but we know that it’s you aliting folks that need
the all-important date car or that drive-to-the-occan-car.
Chiiose from Chevy Nlonzas (only $4 a day-4c a mile)
or Impalas; Ford Galaxies or Fairlanes all at inexpensive rates. Gioe us a call or drop Iss,’ today.

&POI

Rent-a-Cat.

1130 N. First Street

)0111*

298-3614

$99
Re, Slag
Sr a Week

Reg $199 . $109
Sr 50 o Week

Reg $370
figs
$2 o Wo,,k

$299
Iteg 5449
53 o Week

Reg $549
$349
53 50 a Week

Reg $695
$479
$5 a Weak

P)66.
1411’

6 month membership.

Valirl vvitli this roopoo oolv.5

$25 immiiiimummunimilimilimmilimitimmiummi $25
g COLLEGE DINNER CLUB 12
Park Akenne, San Jose
E
=
E
E
E

"V e rent in minors -

7:41k,

(1.1 B.

he 18 year- or noel%

This offer i-’shire. 1111,1’6;41H. out,
membership per slerletil.
0116
Mail this coupon tonitt. with

.
Name
\ohlress
ity
Student Body Card Nil.
enclose $2 for membership.

cc

TO OWE
KAT!

CII B is offering

a hook ssith 10 coupons korlii

local

COAST
TO
COAST
3516

Downtown
v,

65 S. First St.

292 491L1 Opt:
Valley Fair Shopping Center
248.3040-0,an
E.

$2 5iiimminummiummiliiiimilmiffilimilimimmimi $25

Sunnyvale
739.0591---Oror: To

199 S. Murphy
& Fr.. N,11-0,
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Apathy Is Criticized

SPECIAL FOR

535 E. SANTA CLARA
ONLY

(Continued from Page 1)
in any other country, we could
solve it. But the minute it gets
in our back door, the further WP
get from it. Somewhere were going
to have to come to grips with it.
I Stop sending politicians to Wash’
I ington and start sending statesall they do
men. Politicians
1 is compromise, but how do you
compromise with cancer, fire, or
spontaneous combustion?"
Gregory pointed out the difference between himself and the

ton. mid .:1.11) in good for our
, I
Borger reguilarl $1.351
Ii 5150 011) I .1 October. 1 2 lit. ground
.!
onion.. on French
’I it,I
,

FIREE
MOTH PROOFING

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 Nights a Week

ODOR PROOFING
ANDMILDEW PROOFING

FEATURING:
(1111107111/11Te

makes Ricardo’s
unique amongst Italian restaurants. Dine to pleasant
Jo:: sounds or lively folk
singing six nights a week.
F.xpericuct, Ricardo’s arty.
colorful surroundings and
enjoy tlw fittest of Italian
dinners.
at 4 p.m.
Daily
Open
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.
Is hid!

ON EVF.RYTHING WE CLEAN!
Wcievproof your garments
lo3? gcirments 50c
short garments 25c
CUSTOM CLEANERS

411

Ku Klux Klansman he has faced
in count less demonstrations,
noting. ’’The only difference is he
has conviction without sympathy,
while I hme sympathy with conviction. Then you get the white
liberal, and all he has is sympathy.
If ,1/ just have sympathy without
I con’ iction, that’s ignorance, and
if you have conviction without
sympathy, that’s bigotry, so here
we are, facing the ignorant and
the bigoted - and the whole
world’s gonna fall down."

Spartaguide
TODAY
Industrial Technology Society,
7:30 p.m., Garden City Hofbrau,
51 S. Market, San Jose (Heidelberg Roomr. This is a special student -advisory council meeting with
each of our 29 representatives from
local industries attending. The
dress is casual stag and refreshments will be served.
Spartan Orifice!, 7:30 p.m. to 1
a.m., Women’s Gym, Spartan Oriocel "Sports Nite.’’
International Students Organ)zation, 3:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and
B. Fine arts, vocal singing and refreshments are on the agenda.

213 Wiilow St.
294-4009

Ctr;tas luctwcen 10th and 11th

Interviews Monday
For 10 ASB Slots
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HOUSE APTS. Two bedrooms,
- apts. top floor.
.11 292-7195.
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no apt. See marr
.
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fall semester
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commander: riI.1115
executive officer; Bill
dons officer: Doug Hardie. administration officer and Edward Drummond, comptroller.

Prof To Become
CSEA Consultant

Afternoons.
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MEN: PI KAPPA ALPHA
IS COMING OCT. 20 & 21!

Are you interested in a new concept of fraternalism?
Are you a thinking man, and an INDIVIDUAL? If so.
Interviews will be held Monday
you may well be interested in the challenge which I’l
at 2:30 p.m. in the College Union
KAPPA ALPHA has to offer.
for two openings on the Financial
Advisory Board and eight openContact: Terry Scott or Phil Scarborough at 286-2573
ings on the Personnel Selection
***** ****************************
****************
Commit tee.
The chief responsibility of the
Financial Advisory Board is to
make budgetary recommendations
to Student Council regarding all
ASB budgets.
292-7726
Corner 4th and Santa Clara
The Personnel Selection Commit ti e is tesponsible for the selecii,ui ,,f the membership of all
board, and committees.
Wholesale and Retail
-
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Regular meeting -dinner and proTOMORROW
Persian students Club, 11 a.m., gram.
F11. Everyone is welcome, refresh- MONDAY
Student Activities Board, 3:30
ments will be served.
Extenders, 12:30 p.m.. in front pail.. Concert Hall. Orientation.
Tau Beta Pi, 7 p.m., E247. Elecof the Big Dipper on San Fernando Street. Anyone interested tion of new members.
Pershing Rifles, 7 p.m., HE
may attend.
Lounge. Pershing Rifles Smoker
SUNDAY
Lambda Kho Kappa (Ituntilan for all cadets interested. All freshman and sophomore Army and Air
Honor Society), 7.30 pm.. NSA.
United Campus Christian Fel- Force ROTC cadets are eligible to
lowship, 6-8 p.m., Magoo’s Hide- join. This is the honor society for
away, Fourth and San Fernando, cadets in college.
************************************************

SINGLE LARGE ROOM for rent. Man
-Snip. Kitchen privileges. $45. Inquire at
5,7 S. 61h miter 5 p.m.
UDIN1 WANTED. Core for seven ,,,ear TWO GIRLS needed to share two bed1i30 are. on week, room apt. $45 a month. 508 S. 11th
’Id i
i.
Dr. William Tidwell, professor
Yr...1htor ,Jr, house 8.30-9,30 rs.m. #19. Call 287-0833. Ask for Sharon.
of microbiology, steps into the
4518 1 I Oh 2V5 6221 or romp, nxt.
ROOM AND BOARD on ranch for newly created position of "Con51.50 rier hour.
child -watching, housework or yardwork. sultant on State College Affairs"
Man/woman must be free Mon. thru to the California State Employees
HOUSING (51
Thurs at 2:30. 251-4615 after 6 p.m.
Association 1CSEA/ in SacraGIRLS’ UNAPPROVED room & kitchen MALE ROOMMATE wanted. Good lo- mento.
cation, pool. $35 a month. Call after 6
privileges. Hall blork from campus. $37 p.m. 294-2463.
According to Dr. Ralph Bohn,
-,er month 63 S. 8th St
TWO UPPER DIVISION male students SJS president of CSEA, Dr. Tidneeded for one semester only. The Vil- well’s duties will include doculaqe. 287-1700.
menting CSEA’s position on collecWOMEN’S BOARDING CONTRACT tive bargaining,
Dr. Tidwell is also a former
Women Center. 195 E. San
,
cheap. Call 797-5757.
president of the campus CSEA,
MEN’S BOARDING CONTRACT. Toad chapter 32.
V.
,
. n a. 199 S. 14th St.
,
Eilt, 286-3141.
!PLEASANT ROOM in Willow Glen for
r- ,’
..-niot or teacher. Reasonable
I
Cali 292-4344.
APT. FOR RENT. Two bedroom, fur.
nished. Four blocks from campus. 351 S.
Ir.k St.
6 7e6-9351.
MALE ROOMMATE
$52.50 per
- v2
2. Cull 287-0373

-THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

RIB STEAK
SLICED BACON
PORK CHOPS
BEEF TONGUE
FRYERS
Plenty
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one of the
popular brands
available at
Berg’s.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
,

lb. 79

ger9:44

See a
complete line
of H.I.S.
casual slacks
in
MACY’S

52 S. First
Mon. & Thurs., 9:30 am.-

9p.m.

Tues.,Wcd.&
Tues., Wed. & Sat.,
9:30

m.-5:30 p.m.

Fri., 9:30

a.m.-6 p.m.

LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST. Four keys on a paper clip. If
found, please contact at 287-0409 after
5 p.m.
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placn an ad:

Call at
Uri find Adv. Office - J206
Daily
9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Male check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phan. 294.6414, Eat. 2465

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
3206, San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif. 95114.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three Imes
One time

-3
4
-5
6

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
1:1 Lost end Found (6)
Personals (7)
El Services (8)
El Transportation (9)

0
El
fl
0

One time

1.50

Three times Five thee

2.00

2.25
2.75

2.50

3.25-

3.00

3.75-

.50

.50

2.50
3.00
3.504.00

_

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
RENT A TV. Call Esche’s, 251-2598. Free
delivery and free service. No contract
needed. $10 per month.
THESIS TYPING. Master’s and tern,
papers. Marianne Teosbero. 1924 Horns
Ave., San Jose, 371-0395.
TYPING. ALL KINDS. Term papers,
Master’s Thesis. Experienced. All work
’contend. Call 294.3777.
BABYSITTING. .0 r-,
Near SJS
e
hours. Good

days.

WILL MAKE
YOU SLOW
YOUR

COOL.

CIGS

15c

Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars
2 Toilet Tissue
Paper Towels
Crest lg. size

15c
Sc
10c
10c
29c

Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate

of $2
and

EXPERT TYPING of your thesis, term
1, etc. IBM Electric.
-nd. JoAnn Vine, 378.8577,
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Thesis, term
r
. Phone 258-4335.
TYPING. Will pick up and deliver. Call
efrnr
Wookdays. 269-5769.

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

TRANSPORTATION 191

Phone
-

SERVICES 181

50-100LOLliZ CLOTHES

SHELDON DANCE STUDIO. Ballet, Tap,
rn Jazz 48 S. 4th, 292.7852. $6 a

Address
Start ad on
(Dew

For

TIGER SHOP
Macy’s Valicy Fair

.50

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

(Please Print)

City

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each additional line

CHECK
CLASSIFICATION

Name

’4--manolempi

o-etigrz. Iv
LEAc,uE MEN

GIRL

PERSONALS ID
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George La/more. 354.1273.
PHOTO STUDIES require a muscular,
athletic student. Interested? Call 9676503. Weekdays after 6 p.m.

’
.1

DATING,
WORK
OIZ IN

-

Enclosed is $

HELP) Ride needed Tues. & Thurs. 9:30
a.m. to 615 p.m. From Los Altos-Cupertino area to SJS and back. Call 2450871 Coleman
RIDE WANTED Mon. thru Thurs. 10 p.m.
from SJS to East San Jose area. Call
251-5248 before 1 p.m. or switchboard
sfsr, 7 o
TRANSPORTATION NEEDED from Cs,
(Brenham). 8,30.9 a.m. Cs,
(iiir Cindy.
RIDE AVAILABLE to or from Palo Alt-,t. 0.1-11 way. Also ride wanted

Puritan Oil Co.
4th & William
10th & Taylor

6th 6 Keyes
13th & Jr1lan

Press -Free Post-Grad Shirts and Slacks
DACRON adds the extra wear power

,_

Am.

